Specifically, it proposes that drone technology must be an added consideration when determining the two elements of the intrusion upon seclusion privacy tort. The current common law invasion of privacy tort analysis is not sufficient to protect an individual's right to privacy for torts committed using the modern and complex technology of drones. Thus, consideration of drone technology must be weaved into analyzing whether the plaintiff had a reasonable expectation of privacy and whether the intrusion was highly offensive to a reasonable person. Further, this Article analyzes and evaluates the practical problems that arise in prosecuting intrusion upon seclusion claims in the drone-age, and how certain states' statutes address or fail to address these issues. From determining the owner of the drone so as to name a defendant, to proving intent, it is almost impossible for a plaintiff to survive to establish a successful intrusion upon seclusion claim. Moreover, this Article suggests statutes may combat many of the problems in prosecuting drone-related privacy tort claims by incorporating a rebuttable presumption that the defendant intruded upon the plaintiff's seclusion once the plaintiff has alleged a prima facie case. This presumption is like the presumptions found in many state statutes regarding physical damage from torts committed with aircrafts against a person or property. Thus, because the defendant, a prudent drone owner, would be in the best position to disprove the intrusion, the defendant could rebut the claim by introducing such evidence as flight path data, photo or video footage, or possession at the time of the alleged intrusion. With the constantly evolving technology and innovation in the age of drones, prosecuting William Prosser's concept of the "right . . . 'to be let alone'"
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1 6 and the FAA now predicts seven million drones could be purchased annually by 2020. 7 As more and more drones outfitted with technological advancements begin soaring through the skies, the likelihood that individuals' privacy will be intruded upon is correspondingly increasing. Even in the face of this heightened risk to privacy, however, the FAA and Congress are failing to take action to protect individuals, and state legislatures are only slowly developing statutes to protect privacy interests. 8 These state statutes, however, largely remain untested as they are merely speculative and derived from privacy laws that give little weight or consideration to the nuanced and technological features of drones. Moreover, existing common-law privacy torts are not sufficient to address the complex and multilayered technologies that can be outfitted on drones.
"Given that no nation-wide drone-specific privacy laws exist, [state and local] prosecutors have used a variety of charges to address privacy-related drone incidents, including local drone ordinances." 9 For example, in one of the first prosecutions in the United States for unlawful surveillance using a drone by a private citizen, a resident of New York was arrested after taking photos and video of a medical building using his drone. 10 At the two-day trial, the drone operator took the position that he was flying his drone to take "videos and photos of the façade of the structure" while waiting for his mother's medical appointment to conclude. 11 He further argued that the drone's camera was not equipped with a zoom lens, the building's windows were tinted, and the footage did not show the building's interior. 12 Although the prosecutors and the employees expressed concern about patient privacy, the jury acquitted the drone's operator. 13 In Wisconsin in 2015, a drone operator was found guilty of five out of six municipal citations for his use of a drone "to harass residents in a DeForest neighborhood." 14 The charges came in response to numerous reports from residents that a drone was "flying near their windows and observing them on their private property." 15 After a bench trial, the judge found the drone operator guilty on four disorderly conduct citations and a citation for unlawful use of a drone. 16 The ordinance that the operator violated had been recently adopted and made it illegal for an "individual to use a drone to observe a person in a place where that person should have a reasonable expectation of privacy." 17 In a similar incident in early 2017, a couple in Orem, Utah, used a drone equipped with a video camera to observe neighbors in their homes. 18 One of the victims of the couple's voyeurism spotted the drone outside of his bathroom, chased it down with his truck, and seized it once it landed in a church parking lot and no one came to retrieve it. 19 The victim, who was familiar with drones, reviewed the drone's photo card and discovered "hours of footage of the drone peering into the homes of houses around the neighborhood." 20 He then turned the drone over to the police, who were able to locate the couple with the help of the footage and a Facebook post. 21 The couple was each charged with a misdemeanor count of voyeurism using concealed or disguised electronic equipment. 22 But, even with the new statutes and ordinances and their application to drone operators, there is still a gap in the law for basic privacy violations involving drones. For example, a Florida father sought police intervention when he noticed a drone above his home. 23 He claimed that on several occasions the drone loomed over his house and followed his children around the neighborhood. 24 The drone's pilot was a neighbor who had been arrested the month prior for allegedly trying to lure children into his car. 25 Although the family believed that "[i]t was definitely an invasion of our privacy," police did not arrest or charge the operator. 26 With the FAA predicting seven million drones in the air in the United States alone by the year 2020, 27 it is critical that states-and indeed the public-recognize the 2016 , 10:03 PM), http:// www.wsj.com/articles/should-you-be-allowed-to-prevent-drones-from-flying-over-your significant change soon coming, and the potential for it to affect the personal privacy of the average citizen. Such technological advancements harken back to Samuel D. Warren and Louis D. Brandeis' seminal law review article, The Right to Privacy, 28 which has been described as arguably the most influential article ever written. 29 In 1890, Warren and Brandeis lamented the invention of cameras with the ability to take "instantaneous photographs" 30 and the ability of those cameras to invade "the sacred precincts of private and domestic life." 31 Warren and Brandeis concerned themselves with the "numerous mechanical devices [that] threaten to make good the prediction that 'what is whispered in the closet shall be proclaimed from the house-tops.'" 32 Although there have been many articles focused on the government's use of drones, this Article will focus on the private, nongovernmental use of drones; that is, drones that are not used by military or law enforcement. Moreover, the Article will focus on what portends to be the ubiquitous use of drones by private individuals and the concomitant ramifications on the privacy of others. More specifically, it will address how the common law invasion of privacy intrusion upon seclusion tort is not sufficient to account for drone technology and suggests that more states should be crafting statutes to address the invasion of privacy claims that are undoubtedly looming.
-property-1463968981 [https://perma.cc/YJ73-RDMB] (the number of sales of unmanned aerial vehicles is expected to increase from 2.5 million in 2016 to 7 million in 2020).
28 Part I explores the background on drones, including their features, longevity, prices, availability, and advancements, drones are becoming more commonplace for private and commercial uses. Part II explores the history of the right to privacy and specifically the privacy tort of inclusion upon seclusion. This Part also addresses the FAA and the current regulations for drones for both recreational and commercial use. Part III discusses the right to privacy and drones: how the statutory schemes for civil and criminal liability have addressed drones and how common-law privacy torts affect the brave new world of drones. Finally, Part IV identifies the practical hurdles for prosecuting drone-related privacy torts and recommends that courts consider the extent of technology used by drone operators.
I. BACKGROUND ON DRONES
Drones are astonishing technological advancements in themselves, but their capabilities also make them irresistible to the military and police, companies, and the everyday citizen. This small, flying technology platform can reach new heights and limits physically, but can also record a vast amount of information/data through photography, video, and sensors, including location information, audio, thermal imaging, facial recognition, night vision, and data interception. 33 44 The oil industry has used "drone-based thermal imaging and gas 'sniffer' technology to inspect oil rigs and pipelines." 45 A security company is integrating drones into home security systems, 46 and the construction industry is keen to use drones for quicker and more precise surveying and more efficient deployment of resources on each job site. 47 In addition to using sensors, the agriculture industry is moving towards low-and mid-elevation irrigation systems using drones, and monitoring and collecting data to improve quality and conditions of their operations. 48 Further, energy companies are planning to deploy drones to perform dangerous tasks involving power lines, where workplace injury is common. 49 In addition to myriad commercial uses, drones are wildly popular for hobbyists and recreational users-flying for enjoyment or educational purposes. 50 Users employ their drones for various purposes, ranging from capturing photos from various heights and angles, to taking video of their sporting teams to improve play, and, of course, flying for general enjoyment.
51 Users may also be tempted to use Moreover, drones provide consumers with relatively inexpensive technology with which to engage in a variety of tasks. 53 Hobbyist drones can be purchased both online and in brick and mortar locations, with stores like Best Buy, 54 Office Depot, 55 and Walmart offering a variety of drones for purchase. 56 On average, users spend between $600-$2,500 for a high-quality drone, and most fly for only about twelve to thirty minutes before needing to be recharged. 57 Less expensive models are available for only a few hundred dollars; these are typically targeted toward beginners, 58 and can only fly for ten or fewer minutes a charge.
59
This booming industry incentivizes companies to develop new and unique drone technologies and features. However, malfunctions and necessary recalls plague quick-to-market drones. A leading company, Go-Pro, had to recall a drone just weeks after going to market because the drones were falling midflight. 60 Videos surfaced online of the crashes, including some crashes showing drones nearly colliding with passersby, which likely prompted the quick recall by the company. rising. Perhaps mindful of the increasing potential for litigation, in 2015, the FAA unveiled a web-based drone registration process for owners of small drones "weighing more than 0.55 pounds . . . and less than 55 pounds . . . including payloads such as on-board cameras." 62 The registration process is focused primarily on facilitating the FAA's ability to identify and keep track of the thousands of drones currently in use. 63 To register, owners must provide their names, home address, and email address, and then the website will generate a Certificate of Aircraft Registration/Proof of Ownership coupled with a unique identification number that must be marked on the drone. 64 In May 2016, the FAA released a database of the city, state, and zip code of each registered drone owner. 65 As of January 2017, over 670,000 drones were registered in the United States.
66
While regulations requiring registration do provide some modicum of transparency regarding drone ownership, they are equally as notable for what they fail to provide or require. For example, if the drone is of such a size that there is no room for the unique identification number to be marked on the outside, the identification number may instead be placed on the inside of the battery compartment so long as "it doesn't require a tool to open." 67 Similarly, while owners are required to provide their names, addresses, and contact information to the FAA, the only information provided in the database is their city, state, and zip code. 68 While this undoubtedly protects the privacy of the drone owner, the database does little to provide transparency to the average citizen who suspects a drone user is potentially invading his privacy. 205 (2018) states that the identifier must be "legible," affixed by any means necessary to remain affixed throughout the duration of the flight, and must be "readily accessible and visible upon inspection . . . . A unique identifier enclosed in a compartment is readily accessible if it can be accessed without the use of any tool." The FAA allows operators to mark their UAS with their registration number by engraving, using a permanent label, or a permanent marker. How to Label Your UAS, supra.
Press
68. FAA Releases Drone Registration Location Data, supra note 65.
A. Drones and Longevity
In addition to their increasing numbers, modern drones can travel farther, both in distance and in height, and stay aloft for longer periods of time. 69 Depending on the combination of amenities, drones can now stay in the air for several hours, days, and soon indefinitely. For example, a drone carrying up to eleven pounds can travel at approximately sixty-two miles per hour for up to an hour. 70 The current world record for longest duration of an unmanned aircraft is a solar-powered drone that stayed aloft for fourteen days and twenty-two minutes. 71 Other companies are attempting to increase the time a drone can stay aloft by utilizing liquid hydrogen and even wireless charging. 72 Moreover, development has started on drones to enable them to remain airborne for years, potentially acting as a distribution location for companies' delivery-service drones. 73 Furthermore, a drone's battery life and flight time are not always synonymous. For example, one commercially available drone has a battery life of 50-70 minutes, but can only stay in the air for roughly 6-8 minutes at a time. 76 Notwithstanding these current limitations, companies are developing commercial drones that may run on gasoline or more advanced batteries for longer flight times.
77 Hydrogen gas-fueled drones are also in the works, which could allow for commercial drones to fly for up to four hours at a time. 78 And while the average citizen will probably not be able to afford drones with a battery life of more than an hour any time soon, advancing technology may eventually bring even these long-flying drones into the hands of consumers.
Another technological advancement increasing how long a drone can stay aloft is the integration of solar panels.
79 Solar panels can be placed on fixed-wing drones, which are typically used for land management, and topographical and mapping surveys. 80 As one of the leading solar companies has noted:
Record Set for Longest Drone Urban Package Delivery in the U.S., AERO NEWS NETWORK (May
Although rotary wing UAVs allow precise maneuvering, fixed wing UAVs are more efficient in flight, can carry greater payloads such as sensors for longer on less power and are better suited for high-altitude and long endurance (HALE) missions. Fixed wing UAVs can benefit immensely from thin, lightweight and highly efficient solar cell technologies available today.
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Companies that use drone technology are similarly interested in drones with potentially indefinite flight time. For example, Google is currently trying to implement 5G connectivity on solar-powered drones. 82 This technology would provide numerous benefits including constant GPS capabilities, and providing 5G connectivity to areas that may not have such a connection. 83 Additionally, mobile video surveillance would be able to be conducted without human support. 84 Similarly, Amazon's attempt to provide customers with thirty-minute deliveries via drones is sparking the demand for drones with longer endurance periods. 84. Id. at 15. In the coming years, mobile video surveillance may evolve to be available on aircrafts, drones, cars, and safety and security personnel for monitoring houses/buildings, targeted areas, special events, etc. These applications will leverage automated analysis of the video footage, not requiring human support. While they will not present constraints on the battery life and often use medium/high-end devices, these applications require a highly reliable and secure network with the right performance and instant interaction with back-end and remote systems. the air as long as the user wants. 86 This drone uses an Ethernet connection to transmit data and maintain power in the air. 87 More specifically,
The PARC system provides high quality, full frame rate, unbroken, High Definition video that no other small or micro UAS can match. The PARC system can accept power input from a variety of ac and dc sources, making it viable for many applications. And because the PARC vehicle is powered from the ground, the flight duration is not limited by battery life. In the event of a power interruption or microfilament failure, the PARC vehicle has an on-board backup battery that will allow the vehicle to safely and autonomously return to its launch site.
88
According to a press release by the company, the United States Army has recently placed an order for the PARC drones.
89
Other companies have designed high endurance drones specifically for military purposes. 90 Israel Aerospace Industries designed a drone that can stay afloat for fortyfive hours called the Heron. 91 AeroVironment has a developed a liquid hydrogenfueled drone that can stay up in the air for five days, or 168 hours.
92 ADCOM Systems has drones that can stay aloft for 120 hours at a time. 93 General Atomics Aeronautical designed one of the most used and famous drones for military use; it has a maximum altitude of 50,000 feet and can stay in the air for twenty-seven hours.
94 These long-endurance drones are regularly used to track targets for extended In sum, the uses for drone technology are increasing in response to the amount of time a drone can stay aloft. From land management to military surveillance, drone technology affords individuals the ability to observe and utilize other technologies more easily, cheaply, and for longer periods of time. 96 In addition to their productive and benign uses, however, many of these technological advances and developments will increase the ability of drones to engage in surreptitious surveillance. For example, with "perch and stare" surveillance, a dronr secures itself to a stationary vantage point and then powers down the propulsion mechanism. 97 In doing so, the "persistence of surveillance" can be greatly extended because lack of movement ("Operationally, drones provide a couple of significant advantages over manned aircraft that make them particularly valuable in certain types of modern armed conflicts. Their biggest advantage is their very long endurance: over thirty hours for the Predator B and twenty hours for the Predator C (Avenger).").
95 For the first time in American history a regulatory regime is about to allow for small aircraft without onboard pilots-drones-to fly in the national airspace. Legal and technological developments have thus made it all but certain that drones will be a catalyst for new ways of thinking about privacy and surveillance . . . . Thus, the battle over privacy and aerial surveillance will be fought in statehouses throughout the country. This Article seeks to frame future discussions about how states will handle the privacy issues associated with aerial surveillance.
The Article takes the counterintuitive position that technology has the potential to make unmanned aerial surveillance more protective of privacy than manned surveillance. It further argues that scholars and legislators should move beyond a warrant-based, technology centric approach to protecting privacy from aerial surveillance. Such an approach is unworkable, counterproductive, and may stifle efforts to enact more privacy protective legislative regimes. Instead, this Article proposes that legal reforms should focus on excluding low altitude flights and surveillance coupled with imposing limits on persistent surveillance, requiring enhanced accountability procedures for data retention and access, and creating new transparency, accountability and oversight measures. Because of their various sizes and altitude capacity, drones can fly undetected through a variety of environments. There are drones, for example, which have a wingspan of over 130 feet and weigh sixteen tons. 100 There are also drones the size of insects, 101 or hummingbirds, 102 which can move about unobserved. It is these smaller drones with the potential to fly undetected for long periods of time and mask their appearance that pose some of the largest threats to individual privacy.
Potential privacy concerns also increase once these drones are equipped with high-resolution cameras so that they can show detail imaging of "high resolution picture and video, peering inside high level windows, and through solid barriers, such as fences, trees, and even walls." 103 Moreover, given that the pictures and video from these high resolution cameras can be transmitted in real time to the individual controlling the drone, the potential for intrusion of privacy becomes significantly greater.
104
The ever-advancing capabilities in drones along with the technology equipped to them implicate privacy concerns. 105 As I discuss in the next Section, the current FAA regulations and federal law fail to protect citizens from the inevitable privacy intrusions when more drones take flight.
Id.; see also Jonathan Olivito, Beyond the Fourth Amendment: Limiting Drone
Surveillance Through the Constitutional Right to Informational Privacy, 74 OHIO ST. L. J. 669, 677 n.52 (2013) (noting that the "concept behind 'perch-and-stare' surveillance is to 'avoid energy-intensive moving or hovering flight by securing itself to a vantage point and turning off its propulsion mechanism.'" (quoting Takahashi, supra note 97, at 86)).
99. Olivito, supra note 98, at 677; see also Takahashi, supra note 97, at 88 ("Acoustical systems function by day and by night while laser systems function on wavelengths not easily visible to humans. No physical trespass is necessary to record the sounds from inside a structure. The usable range of these devices may approach 1000 feet . . . ." (internal citations omitted)).
100. 
B. UAV Regulation
The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) was first established by Congress in 1958 as part of the Federal Aviation Act. 106 The primary purpose of the FAA was to provide safe, efficient use of the national airspace by civilian aircraft. 107 In accordance with the Federal Aviation Administration Modernization and Reform Act (FMRA), in 2012, Congress mandated the FAA to regulate aircraft operations conducted in the National Air Space 108 and to promote safe flight of civil aircraft in air commerce. 109 Moreover, Congress defined "aircraft" as "any contrivance invented, used, or designed to navigate, or fly in, the air."
110 According to FAA guidance, because a drone is a "contrivance/device that is invented, used, and designed to fly in the air, it meets the definition of 'aircraft'" 111 and is therefore subject to FMRA's mandate.
The FAA's existing drone regulations vary based on the user's purpose: for recreation or for work. 112 Recreational operators must follow certain requirements and are limited in how they can utilize their drone. Regulations classify most recreational drones as model aircrafts. A drone is considered a model aircraft if it is "capable of sustained flight in the atmosphere[; it i]s flown within visual line-of-sight of the person operating it[; and it i]s flown for hobby or recreational purposes." 113 Further, to be registered for recreational purposes, the drone must weigh less than fifty-five pounds. 114 The operator must register as a "modeler" and mark the drone with the registration number. In an effort to assist hobbyist and recreational drone users, the FAA released an application called B4UFLY.
116 "B4UFLY is a free, easy-to-use smartphone app that helps drone operators learn where they can and can't fly." 117 The application purportedly updates in real time, showing permanent flight restriction locations and temporary restrictions over wildfires. 118 However, the application is voluntary, and while the FAA encourages users to send their flight information through the application, there is no requirement to do so. 119 While the FAA attempted to regulate domestic drone use by implementing this registration process, the D.C. Circuit Court created a major roadblock by striking down the FAA's rule requiring model aircrafts to be registered. 120 The court found that under FRMA, the FAA may not promulgate any rule regarding model aircrafts. 121 As the court stated, "the Registration Rule is unlawful to the extent that it applies to model aircraft."
122
Approximately every three months, the FAA releases updated sighting reports, averaging about 100 reports of sightings a month. 123 Many of the sightings include drones flying in restricted areas like near airports, and these users may be subject to fines and criminal charges by the FAA.
124 While this data may be helpful in assisting the FAA or local officials in holding these users accountable, most of the reports are made by pilots or other individuals involved in an air-space-related career, with little detail, and likely not immediately. 125 Moreover, operators using drones for commercial purposes must conform to other requirements. Drones not registered as model aircrafts, must be registered under 14 C.F.R. part 107 ("part 107").
126 Pursuant to part 107, the drone must weigh less than 55 pounds, fly at or below 400 feet, fly at or under 100 mph, remain within visual line of sight, and may not fly directly over people or be flown out of a moving vehicle. 127 In June 2016, the FAA released operational rules for "routine commercial use of small" drones. 128 These rules "are designed to minimize risks to other aircraft and people and property on the ground." 129 The rules require the operator of the drone to have a "remote pilot certificate with a small UAS rating."
130
One of the major impediments to the use of drones is the complicated legal balance between FAA regulations and state laws. While the FAA's control of registration, location restrictions, and restrictions related to safety may reign supreme over state laws, states are tasked with creating laws that protect the nondrone user on the ground, while not interfering with federal regulations. Significantly, the FAA has stated that although its rules "[do] not specifically deal with privacy issues in the use of drones, and the FAA does not regulate how UAS gather data on people or property, the FAA is acting to address privacy considerations in this area."
131 It then encourages "all UAS pilots to check local and state laws before gathering information through remote sensing technology or photography."
132 Therefore, until the FAA explicitly addresses privacy in its regulations, state statutes and common law will provide the only guidance for privacy causes of action. These laws are discussed in the next (two) Parts.
II. COMMON LAW TORTS AND PRIVACY

A. A Right to Privacy
Every state now recognizes the common law right to privacy in some fashion.
133
The earliest pronounced discussion of a legal right to privacy by an appellate court is found in De May v. Roberts, 134 where the Michigan Supreme Court granted a woman's request for tort relief when, without her consent, the defendant observed her giving birth to her child. 135 The court found that the woman had "a legal right to the privacy of her apartment at such a time, and the law secures to her this right by requiring others to observe it, and to abstain from its violation. The Right to Privacy is the "most influential law review article of all."); Turkington, supra note 29, at 481 ("It is likely that The Right to Privacy has had as much impact on the development of law as any single publication in legal periodicals."); see also MCCARTHY, supra note 28, at 16-21; Prosser, supra note 2, at precipitated the development of common law privacy torts. 139 Prior to the publication of the article, no English or American court had granted relief expressly based upon the invasion of privacy.
140
In one prescient passage, Warren and Brandeis lamented the invention of cameras specifically because of the ability to take "instantaneous photographs" 141 147 The milling company printed out twenty-five thousand copies of the plaintiff's picture for the advertisement, which it then "conspicuously posted and displayed in stores, warehouses, saloons, and other public places."
148
The Roberson court divided four to three in its decision not to recognize a cause of action for the legal right of privacy.
149 Although the majority purportedly based its opinion on a lack of legal precedent recognizing a right to privacy absent a property right, Chief Judge Parker, who authored the opinion, implied that the plaintiff was making too much over the use of her photo, noting:
Such publicity, which some find agreeable, is to plaintiff very distasteful, and thus, because of defendants' impertinence in using her picture, without her consent, for their own business purposes, she has been caused to suffer mental distress where others would have appreciated the compliment to their beauty implied in the selection of the picture for such purposes.
150
Judge Gray, on behalf of himself and two other judges, wrote a scathing dissent, finding the majority's position that there was no basis for a right to privacy in the case an inconceivable one that these defendants may, unauthorizedly, use the likeness of this young woman upon their advertisement as a method of attracting widespread public attention to their wares, and that she must submit to the mortifying notoriety, without right to invoke the exercise of the preventive power of a court of equity.
151
It is against this backdrop that, two years later, the Supreme Court of Georgia recognized a common law right of privacy in Pavesvich v. New England Life Insurance Co.
152 Pavesich, the first major court case to recognize a right to privacy, 153 was largely seen as a rebuke of the majority opinion in Roberson. In Pavesich, the defendant appropriated a picture of the plaintiff for its advertising campaign, adding a quote to the advertisement stating that plaintiff had bought life insurance from the defendant. 154 Plaintiff had neither consented to the use of his photo nor had he purchased life insurance from the defendant. 155 The court held that privacy statute); see also 157 Professor William Prosser published a groundbreaking article on the common law privacy torts. 158 Prosser delineated over 300 appellate court cases addressing tort aspects of privacy law. 159 These cases, however, were primarily common law cases involving such issues as nuisance, trespass, and the right to be let alone. 160 Prosser sought to categorize the tort claims into four distinct torts each describing an invasion of a different privacy interest, but otherwise having "almost nothing in common except that each represents an interference with the right of the plaintiff, in the phrase coined by Judge Cooley, 'to be let alone.'" 161 He proposed four separate and distinct torts that were to be considered the "right to privacy" torts, 162 summarized as: "(1) intrusion upon a plaintiff's seclusion or solitude, (2) appropriation of the plaintiff's name or likeness, (3) public disclosure or embarrassing of a plaintiff's private facts, and (4) publicity placing plaintiff in false light in the public eye." 163 The torts were later codified into the Restatement (Second) of Torts 164 and collectively referred to as "the right to be let alone": (1) intrusion upon seclusion; (2) public disclosure of private facts; (3) false light; and (4) appropriation. 165 Individuals who believe a drone has violated their "right to be let alone" will most likely bring an action against the operator for intrusion upon seclusion. Because this tort does not require a physical intrusion to be actionable 166 or actual dissemination of information, as discussed below, this tort will most commonly apply when a drone operator interferes with an individual's privacy rights. INST. 1977 ). The tort may be committed through "the use of the defendant's senses, with or without mechanical aids, to oversee or overhear the plaintiff's private affairs, as by looking into his upstairs windows with binoculars . . . ." Id.
Id. See generally
B. Intrusion upon Seclusion
According to the Restatement (Second) of Torts section 652B, intrusion into a plaintiff's "solitude or seclusion" or "[i]ntrusion upon seclusion" as it has become more commonly known, 167 occurs when "[o]ne who intentionally intrudes, physically or otherwise, upon the solitude or seclusion of another or his private affairs or concerns, is subject to liability to the other for invasion of his privacy, if the intrusion would be highly offensive to a reasonable person."
168 Section 652B comment (b) to the Restatement distinguishes those intrusions it describes as "physical" and those it categorizes as "otherwise." 169 Courts first established liability for invasion of privacy in cases where devices were installed to listen to private conversations. For example, liability for invasion of privacy was found when a listening device was placed in a person's home. 170 On the other hand, installing a listening device in an area of an employer's premises where there is no reasonable expectation of privacy was not actionable. 171 Similarly, courts have often found liability for intrusion upon seclusion when a hidden camera has been installed in an individual's home. This has been the case even when one spouse has installed a hidden camera into his or her own bedroom to record the other spouse's sexual activities in the bedroom. Thus, a plaintiff must prove two elements: the plaintiff had a reasonable expectation of privacy, and the intrusion would be highly offensive to a reasonable person.
The invasion may be by physical intrusion into a place in which the plaintiff has secluded himself, as when the defendant forces his way into the plaintiff's room in a hotel or insists over the plaintiff's objection in entering his home. It may also be by the use of the defendant's senses, with or without mechanical aids, to oversee or overhear the plaintiff's private affairs, as by looking into his upstairs windows with binoculars or tapping his telephone wires. It may be by some other form of investigation or examination into his private concerns, as by opening his private and personal mail, searching his safe or his wallet, examining his private bank account, or compelling him by a forged court order to permit an inspection of his personal documents. The intrusion itself makes the defendant subject to liability, even though there is no publication or other use of any kind of the photograph or information outlined.
174
Moreover, information does not need to be acquired to maintain an intrusion upon seclusion cause of action. 175 In fact, liability for intrusion upon seclusion "has nothing to do with the content of the information discovered." 176 The interest the intrusion upon seclusion tort protects is "the right to respite from observation and judgment so that, when we do participate socially, we can be more engaged and ethical participants."
177 Therefore, intrusion upon seclusion is "the quintessential example of a restriction on observation." 178 However, and as discussed in the next Section, the intrusion upon seclusion tort has been limited in its protection of privacy by requiring plaintiffs to have an actual subjective expectation of privacy that is also objectively reasonable. 
Reasonable Expectation of Privacy
For purposes of the intrusion tort, privacy "must be evaluated with respect to the identity of the alleged intruder and the nature of the intrusion." 180 In determining whether one has a reasonable expectation of privacy, courts weigh various considerations including the location, 181 time of day, 182 relationship between the observer and the observed, etc.
183 of the intrusion. Surveillance of an individual in the confines of the individual's home constitutes an intrusion upon seclusion cause of action. 184 Courts, however, are divided on whether the mere installation of recording technology in inherently private places constitutes an intrusion. Some courts have held that, in inherently private places -one's bedroom or the restroom-plaintiffs need not prove that a tortfeasor using technology to intrude actually listened or watched personally for an actionable claim. 185 The mere installation of recording technology constitutes an intrusion in such intimate places. 186 Other courts have held that to establish an intrusion claim, the defendant must have heard or observed another's private activities using the installed technology for an actionable intrusion. 187 While individuals generally have a reasonable expectation of privacy from intrusions into their homes, there is a lesser expectation of privacy from being observed on one's property (outside the confines of the home). 190 Moreover, a successful intrusion upon seclusion claim is less likely when the intrusion occurs in public. An individual, generally, does not have an expectation of privacy regarding what is held out in public. 191 However, "[a] person does not automatically make public everything he does merely by being in a public place."
192 Thus, mere observations in public will not be actionable invasion of privacy, but under certain circumstances, "overzealous" observations in public may amount to sufficient intrusions. 193 For example, surveillance which aims to frighten or distress a plaintiff, even if in public, may still be actionable. Furthermore, courts have made clear that intrusion upon seclusion claims based on photographs or other data collection taken in "a place open to the general public," such as photographing an individual walking 188. Kramer v. Downey, 680 S.W.2d 524, 525 (Tex. App. 1984) (finding "the right to privacy is broad enough to include the right to be free of those willful intrusions into one's personal life at home and at work" when defendant followed, sent mail, and entered into "a pattern of conduct to thrust herself into his presence and otherwise to disrupt his domestic and professional life").
189 In certain situations, however, individuals have been found to have a reasonable expectation of privacy from observations conducted in public. 196 In Daily Times Democrat v. Graham, the Alabama Supreme Court upheld the plaintiff's invasion of privacy suit against a newspaper for publishing a photograph of her in public with her dress blown up. 197 The court stated that "[t]o hold that one who is involuntarily and instantaneously enmeshed in an embarrassing pose forfeits her right of privacy merely because she happened at the moment to be part of a public scene would be illogical, wrong, and unjust."
198 But it also noted:
One who is a part of a public scene may be lawfully photographed as an incidental part of that scene in his ordinary status. Where the status he expects to occupy is changed without his volition to a status embarrassing to an ordinary person of reasonable sensitivity, then he should not be deemed to have forfeited his right to be protected from an indecent and vulgar intrusion of his right of privacy merely because misfortune overtakes him in a public place.
199
Further, a federal district court in Illinois held that although a prisoner could be visible from a "publicly visible area," the prisoner's invasion of privacy claim against a news organization for filming him in the prison yard survived a motion to dismiss. 200 The court stated that " 195. See, e.g., Fogel, 500 F. Supp. at 1084, 1087. 196. For example, in Kramer v. Downey, the Texas Court of Appeals held that "Although it has not previously been so held in this State, we now hold that the right to privacy is broad enough to include the right to be free of those willful intrusions into one's personal life at home and at work which occurred in this case." 680 S.W.2d 524, 525 (Tex. App. 1984) (holding that woman unwilling to accept the end of an affair followed him and sent items to his home and maintained "visual contact" of him even though she was always in public) ( Further, regarding the location or place of the intrusion, states differ in statutory language and interpretation of intrusion upon seclusion tort claims. For example, Wisconsin's statute deviates from the Restatement language by stating one is protected from intrusion "in a place" 205 rather than "upon the solitude or seclusion of another or his private affairs or concerns." 206 An appellate court in Wisconsin therefore interpreted the statute to only protect the geographical location, thereby finding no viable cause of action in one's medical records file. 207 A federal district court in Wisconsin found this limited definition unpersuasive, holding that the statute "does not limit the intrusion to a person's immediate physical environment but rather encompasses a person's private belongings as long as the place these private belongings are intruded upon is one that a reasonable person would consider private." 208 Thus, depending on the state's law, courts around the country reach different conclusions as to when and where an individual has a reasonable expectation of privacy sufficient to establish an intrusion upon seclusion cause of action.
Depending on the type of intrusion, courts have found that individuals have a reasonable expectation of privacy from intrusions during certain times of day or while participating in certain activities. For example, in debt collection cases, a debtor has a reasonable expectation not to be contacted at work by collectors. 209 A young woman has a reasonable expectation of privacy when giving birth, even though she originally consented to the intruder's presence. 210 In addition to an analysis of the timing and nature of an activity, courts also look to the relationship between the observer and the observed, and this consideration may greatly diminish the plaintiff's ability to assert an intrusion upon seclusion cause of action. For example, in employment contexts, an employee may have a lesser expectation of privacy from intrusions by their employers because of the practical and procedural requirements of maintaining a workplace. 211 Thus, plaintiffs must prove their employers intruded into very private places to establish the employer violated the employee's reasonable expectation of privacy. 212 Additionally, one may be deemed to have consented to some intrusion into their private affairs when involved with litigation and even during processing insurance claims. 213 2010) (finding thirty-five to forty debt collection calls over three months were "annoying and bothersome" but "did not rise to the requisite level of outrageous and unacceptable conduct contemplated by the tort of invasion of privacy based on intrusion").
210. De May v. Roberts, 9 N.W. 146, 149 (Mich. 1881) ("To the plaintiff the occasion was a most sacred one and no one had a right to intrude unless invited or because of some real and pressing necessity which it is not pretended existed in this case. The plaintiff had a legal right to the privacy of her apartment at such a time, and the law secures to her this right by requiring others to observe it, and to abstain from its violation.").
211. See, e.g., O'Connor v. Ortega, 480 U.S. 709, 717 (1987) (plurality opinion) ("Public employees' expectations of privacy in their offices, desks, and file cabinets, like similar expectations of employees in the private sector, may be reduced by virtue of actual office practices and procedures, or by legitimate regulation."); Baggs v. Eagle-Picher Indus., Inc., 957 F.2d 268, 274-75 (6th Cir. 1992) (finding that while "mandatory workplace urine testing may well be an intrusion that a reasonable person would find objectionable," the defendant "did not invade a matter that the plaintiffs had a right to keep private" because it related to the plaintiff's employment). individual's reasonable expectation of privacy may be outweighed when the subject of the parties' litigation justifies an intrusion. For example, the Supreme Court of Mississippi held that in a child custody dispute, the father was justified when he peered through the window of his former wife's cabin bedroom and took pictures of her and another woman engaged in sexual conduct for evidence that such a relationship existed, in an effort to prove that that environment might adversely affect their child.
214
Thus, courts charged with deciding whether a plaintiff bringing an intrusion upon seclusion claim has a reasonable expectation of privacy must contemplate numerous considerations with the specific facts before them. Moreover, as discussed in the next Section, the second element of an intrusion upon seclusion "tort applies a 'reasonable person standard'-that is, it tests whether a person of 'ordinary sensibilities' would be offended by the alleged invasion." 215 
Intrusion that is Highly Offensive to a Reasonable Person
An intrusion occurs "when the defendant performs an act that had the potential to impair a person's peace of mind and comfort associated with the expectation of privacy."
216 Moreover, the intrusion must not only be offensive, but "highly offensive," or as one court put it, "outrageously unreasonable conduct." 217 The requirement that the conduct be "highly offensive to a reasonable person" requires a preliminary determination by the court of "offensiveness" to establish if there is indeed a cause of action for the jury to decide.
218 "A court determining the existence of 'offensiveness' would consider the degree of intrusion, the context, conduct and circumstances surrounding the intrusion as well as the intruder's motives and objectives, the setting into which he intrudes, and the expectations of those whose privacy is invaded." 219 appellant's activities could be observed by passers-by. To this extent appellant has exposed herself to public observation and therefore is not entitled to the same degree of privacy that she would enjoy within the confines of her own home." (emphasis added)). Interference of seclusion must be substantial. 220 Generally, a single incident will not suffice; 221 instead, the intrusion must be "repeated with such persistence and frequency as to amount to a course of hounding" and "becomes a substantial burden to his existence . . . ." 222 However, a single intrusion may be adequate when the intrusion is sufficiently outrageous. 223 Moreover, the invasion of privacy must be intentional, meaning the defendant must desire that the intrusion would occur, or, as with other torts, know with a substantial certainty that such an invasion would result from his actions. 224 An accidental intrusion is not actionable. 225 This level of offensiveness may be equated to the standard required to prove an intentional infliction of emotional distress tort claim.
226 "Finally, in some states, the intrusion must cause mental suffering, shame, or humiliation to permit recovery."
227 These common-law protections largely stem from theories about and expectations of privacy that were formed long before the potential for drone technology was conceived. As discussed in the next Part, the common-law intrusion upon seclusion tort is simply inadequate to address the potential privacy concerns posed by rapidly developing drone technology and surveillance. And while states have attempted to create statutes, these still need work. Ohio 1999) (finding that an investigator's four "innocuous telephone calls over a two-month period" nor plain view observations would "cause outrage, mental suffering, shame, or humiliation in a person of ordinary sensibilities").
223. See, e.g., Miller v. Nat'l Broad. Co., 232 Cal. Rptr. 668, 680 (Cal. Ct. App. 1986) (finding that reasonable people could determine that video recording a man being resuscitated after a seizure in his own bedroom "at a time of vulnerability and confusion" was highly offensive conduct); Swarthout v. Mut. Serv. Life Ins. Co., 632 N.W.2d 741 (Minn. Ct. App. 2001) (denying defendant's motion for summary judgment on an intrusion upon seclusion claim where the defendant insurance company altered a signed medical release to obtain private medical information).
224. See O'Donnell v. United States, 891 F.2d 1079, 1083 (3d Cir. 1989) (upholding lower court's grant of summary judgment for the defendant because there was no dispute of material fact that the defendant lacked the intention required for plaintiff's intrusion into seclusion claim).
225. 229 The question then becomes how should the common-law legal right of privacy apply in the drone context. "Given small drones' dexterity in flight and ability to film inconspicuously, it is conceivable that drone operators might intrude in a plaintiff's private affairs in their attempt to gather information." 230 Currently, Congress and the FAA have remained silent on implementing laws or regulations aimed at directly protecting individuals' privacy rights, especially from the peering eyes of nongovernmental drones. Congressman Edward J. Markey noted in 2012 the grave concerns and need for privacy safeguards in the age of drones:
Drones are already flying in U.S. airspace -with thousands more to come -but with no privacy protections or transparency measures in place. We are entering a brave new world, and just because a company soon will be able to register a drone license shouldn't mean that company can turn it into a cash register by selling consumer information. Currently, there are no privacy protections or guidelines and no way for the public to know who is flying drones, where, and why. The time to implement privacy protections is now. This discussion draft [for the Drone Aircraft Privacy and Transparency Act of 2012] will help ensure that pilotless aircraft isn't privacy-less aircraft and the strongest safeguards are put into place for Americans. The focus of the best practices for UAS privacy guide is on data collected via UAS that "identifies a particular person. If data collected by UAS likely will not be linked to an individual's name or other personally identifiable information, or if the data is altered so that a specific person is not recognizable, it is not covered data." 235 Both commercial and noncommercial drone operators must use reasonable care when employing technology with their drone that could collect other individual's private and personal information. 236 Commercial drone operators should notify the public if they are utilizing technology that may collect sensitive information by creating privacy policies, available for review by potentially affected parties. 237 Depending on the specific user of the drone, notice may best be provided to neighbors on a flightby-flight basis, or by posting an established policy available on a company website. 238 If drone use may result in a collection of individuals' identifying or personal data, the notices or policies should include information on the purpose for which the drone will collect the data, the kinds of data that may be collected, and 235. NTIA, VOLUNTARY BEST PRACTICES, supra note 232, at 4. 236. Id. at 5. The voluntary best practices guide refers to the collection of information that identifies a particular person as "covered data," which the guide urges operators to follow the best practices to protect the privacy of the covered data. Further, the drone operator should have a policy detailing how an individual may submit privacy and security concerns or grievances.
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Though providing notice or a detailed policy may be impracticable for commercial and noncommercial drone operators every time the drone is sent into the air, best practices suggest that each operator should at least show care when operating drones and storing potentially private information obtained using a drone.
241
Individuals should not employ drone technology to intentionally collect private or identifying information. 242 Identifying information that may be collected while operating a drone should not be unreasonably retained or shared by the operator.
243
If potentially private information is retained for an intended purpose-based on the type of operator-particularly commercial operators should make a reasonable effort to secure the information by establishing security policies, monitoring their computer storage and system, and training employees with access. 244 Complying with the evolving federal, state, and local laws and developing internal privacy policies will help protect drone operators from invading another citizen's privacy. 245 Notwithstanding this federal acknowledgment of the privacy concerns posed by drone technology, states are still responsible for drafting specific statutes protecting individual privacy. Several states have addressed the privacy issues related to the use of drones by private citizens. Idaho, for example, prohibits any "person or entity" from using a drone to photograph an individual for purposes of publishing or publicly disseminating such a photograph, without the individual's consent. 246 Nevada's statute creates a cause of action for impermissible drone flights over one's property through a trespass-based statute. 247 Reminiscent of common-law privacy torts, Wisconsin's statute states that a private individual commits a misdemeanor by using a drone to "photograph, record, or otherwise observe another individual in a place or location where the individual has a reasonable expectation of privacy."
251 Whereas Tennessee prohibits, with exceptions, the use of an "unmanned aircraft to capture an image of an individual or privately owned real property . . . with the intent to conduct surveillance on the individual or property captured in the image," when the operator retains or publicizes the images. Moreover, "[t]he prohibitions against invading privacy, intruding upon seclusion, publishing private facts, and stalking all might be implicated when a drone, heavily exceptions for various permissible uses of drones. Id. Notably, it allows drones to be used for business purposes if licensed, but "this exception does not apply to a profession in which the licensee's authorized scope of practice includes obtaining information about the identity, habits, conduct, movements, whereabouts, affiliations, associations, transactions, reputation, or character of any society, person, or group of persons." Id. § 934.50(4)(d). This caveat furthers the state's initial goal of protecting individuals' reasonable expectation of privacy while still allowing licensed businesses the ability to utilize the advantages of drones in Florida. 249 256 And while legislators have analogous cases with more established technologies-for example, helicopters equipped with cameras and everyday cell-phone use-and can make "some educated guesses about what rules will work best" for drone protections, the analogies only go so far. 257 Bennett notes that "the efficacy and legality of new drone regulations will probably only come into relief once private drone flight and private drone surveillance become somewhat more commonplace." 258 
IV. CHALLENGES & RECOMMENDATIONS
A. Problems with Intrusion Upon Seclusion Tort Claims Involving Drones
Prosecuting Prosser's concept of the "right to be left alone" when a drone has intruded upon an individual's right to privacy comes with many challenges. This Section details the numerous issues, including (1) naming a defendant; (2) establishing intent; 255. This Article notes that although current statutes and common-law privacy torts may not sufficiently protect individuals, there are other avenues for victims of drone-related invasions. For example, drones recording audio may be subject to wire-tapping laws and drone operators may be liable under Peeping Tom laws or similar harassment causes of action, or anti-paparazzi laws for photos captured when an individual has a reasonable expectation of privacy. See Syed & Berry, supra note 230. However, this Article focuses on the privacy tort of intrusion upon seclusion and similar statutes, and therefore, it does not discuss the potential interplay between common-law privacy torts and other avenues for relief.
256. BENNETT, supra note 246, at 5. 257. Id. at 6. 258. Id.
an intrusion. The following Section provides recommendations for states and courts to consider when the right to privacy and drones collide.
Naming a Defendant
Even without the luxury of foresight into the actual application of the state statutes, several concerns in even bringing forth a drone-related privacy claim are clear. For example, establishing the drone's owner in order to name a defendant appears to be almost impossible. Imagine being in the confines of your home where a drone floats above a public street but peers into your window as you dress for the day. Even if that happened every day like clockwork, unless the drone falls to the ground and can be retrieved, how is the victim of such an intrusion to determine the owner of the drone? While the FAA requires drones to be visibly outfitted with their registration number 259 (unless the registration number can be placed elsewhere on the drone that does not require a tool to enter), 260 an average person inside their home is likely unable to view the number to then conduct due diligence to uncover the owner. And even if they did connect a name to the registration number, federal regulations note that "registration is not evidence of aircraft ownership in any proceeding in which ownership of an unmanned aircraft by a particular person is in issue." 261 Furthermore, a drone sighting may still be an unusual and rare occurrence, but with drones rapidly increasing in popularity, it may become almost impossible to discern whether the drone spotted lingering yesterday is the same one looming in the same place today.
Establishing Intent
Another concern surrounding the prosecution of an intrusion upon seclusion tort under common law or statute when a drone is involved is the requirement that the plaintiff prove intent. 262 An intrusion must have been intentional, which requires that the operator desire the intrusion or know with substantial certainty that invasion would result from his actions. 263 And some states are even more restrictive, requiring 259. 14 C.F.R. § 48.200 (2018) (stating that the aircraft must display a unique identifier, which is either the registration number of the individual or the aircraft given upon the completion of the registration, or if authorized, the serial number of a small drone).
260. Id. § 48.205 (stating that the identifier must be "legible," affixed "by any means necessary to ensure it will remain affixed" throughout the duration of the flight, and must be "readily accessible and visible upon inspection"). "A unique identifier enclosed in a compartment is readily accessible if it can be accessed without the use of any tool." Id. The FAA allows operators to mark their drone with their registration number by engraving, using a permanent label, or a permanent marker. 264 In reviewing selected legal issues regarding drones in domestic airspace, the Congressional Research Service posits that "the location of the target of the surveillance is, in many cases, determinative of whether someone has a viable claim for intrusion upon seclusion." 265 For example, generally, "conducting surveillance of a person while within the confines of his home will constitute an intrusion upon seclusion." 266 But with drones, intent is likely more difficult to prove. This is especially true when photographs, audio recordings, or other private data is not originally obtained intentionally during flight but is then later used or stored and realized to be collectively pervasive. Is "intent" couched in the desire to intrude over another's property and whatever personal data is collected from the drone technology is likewise "intentional"? Or must an individual desire to obtain personal information or observe personal details when his or her drone takes off? Florida's criminal drone statute, similar to an analogous common-law privacy tort claim, requires that the drone operator have "the intent to conduct surveillance on the individual or property captured in the image in violation of such person's reasonable expectation of privacy without his or her written consent" for an actionable claim. 267 Requiring specific intent renders captured images by mistake, accident, or incidentally nonactionable, which is likely to be a very high burden for a plaintiff to meet. 268 point'" 270 for establishing a person's reasonable expectation of privacy for prosecution of privacy tort claims. While this issue is more analogous to surveillance precedent, such as the helicopter used in Florida v. Riley to surveil, it remains unresolved and a serious concern when a drone is involved. 271 Florida's drone statute appears to proactively address this concern. The statute prohibits the use of drones that interfere with an individual's reasonable expectation of privacy and makes clear that: a person is presumed to have a reasonable expectation of privacy on his or her privately owned real property if he or she is not observable by persons located at ground level in a place where they have a legal right to be, regardless of whether he or she is observable from the air with the use of a drone.
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In contrast, other states' drone-privacy laws do not delve into what "reasonable expectation of privacy" includes and whether an individual is protected in a private setting even if the person can be viewed from where the drone is aloft.
Moreover, in determining whether a drone has intruded upon someone's reasonable expectation of privacy, the victim's location is relevant "to a determination of the sufficiency of the evidence of intrusiveness, [but] it is not determinative of whether an intrusion into one's 'solitude and seclusion' has occurred." 273 Although individuals do not have a reasonable expectation of privacy for that which is held out to the public, 274 the size, shape, longevity, maneuverability, and technological additions on drones make the question of "what is held out to the public" more complex.
Therefore, courts analyzing an individual's reasonable expectation of privacy for an intrusion upon seclusion claim involving drones must focus on the location of the alleged intrusion. But they must also consider the drone technology and the added technological features and advancements. "An airborne droid might take in more information over a much longer period of time than a human eye or ear; and it might also find its way to areas where other aerial platforms might not be able to go." 275 270. Id. at 10. 271. 488 U.S. 445 (1989) (plurality opinion). In Florida v. Riley, the Supreme Court held that there was no Fourth Amendment violation when police flew a helicopter over defendant's backyard at approximately 400 feet and took photographs of the marijuana growing below in a greenhouse. Id. at 451-52. The plurality determined that the two exposed sides of the greenhouse subjected Riley to a reasonably objective search from the public airspace above, despite his reasonable subjective expectation of privacy. Id. at 450-51. Although Riley involved the government's use of a helicopter, it notes the similar concerns of "public airspace" that may arise in private right of actions. INST. 1977 ) (stating that that there is generally no liability for photographing or observing a person while in public "since he is not then in seclusion, and his appearance is public and open to the public eye"); Prosser, supra note 2, at 383.
275. BENNETT, supra note 246, at 1.
Difficulty Meeting Intrusion that is Highly Offensive to a Reasonable Person
Furthermore, plaintiffs seeking relief under an intrusion upon seclusion theory involving a drone may have difficulty meeting the substantial interference and highly offensive standard required to recover. Courts must employ a fact-intensive analysis when considering whether an intrusion upon seclusion claim rises to the level of substantial interference. Courts already focus on the motive of the intruder and the context of the intrusion, 276 and must also consider the type and extent of technology used in the intrusion.
Generally, interference of seclusion must be substantial 277 and "repeated with such persistence and frequency as to amount to a course of hounding" and "becomes a substantial burden to his existence . . . ." 278 This high burden is already difficult to establish in the prosecution of an intrusion upon seclusion claim, and it will likely be even more difficult when the privacy invasion involves drone technology. For example, plaintiffs in Texas failed to establish a claim for intrusion upon seclusion, and other claims, against Google after discovering that it had taken "colored imagery of their residence, including the swimming pool, from a vehicle in their residence driveway months earlier without obtaining any privacy waiver or authorization." 279 The court concluded that the plaintiffs did not suffer substantial and highly offensive intrusion upon seclusion from the continuous filming of their property captured by the camera's fleeting presence, and the plaintiffs did not allege they were inside the home or personally observed. 280 With drone technology, a reasonable jury may be more likely to find that a single intrusion was substantial interference and highly offensive. 281 An intrusion can be physical, or an intrusion may be from sensory invasions. 282 Thus, drones may not only loom over someone's property but may also utilize numerous types of technology to intrude without physically intruding.
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B. Prosecuting an Intrusion Upon Seclusion Claim in the Context of Drones
Based on the numerous concerns above, one possible way to even the playing field in the prosecution of drone-related intrusion upon seclusion claims is for statutory schemes to implement a rebuttable presumption that a defendant has intruded upon the plaintiff's seclusion. This type of presumption is already found in Wisconsin's statute on "Damages by Aircraft or Spacecraft."
284 Although this statute does not explicitly refer to drones, and instead relates more to liability of owners of aircrafts for physical damage caused by the flight of such aircraft, it is still a workable base for prosecuting drone-related privacy cases. Specifically, the statute states:
The liability of the owner, lessee and pilot of every aircraft or spacecraft operating over the lands or waters of this state for injuries or damage to persons or property on the land or water beneath, caused by the ascent, descent or flight of such aircraft or spacecraft, or the dropping or falling of the aircraft or spacecraft or of any object or material therefrom, shall be determined by the law applicable to torts on land, except that there shall be a presumption of liability on the part of the owner, lessee or pilot, as the case may be, where injury or damage is caused by the dropping or falling of the aircraft or spacecraft or of any object or material therefrom, which presumption may be rebutted by proof that the injury or damage was not caused by negligence on the part of the owner, lessee or pilot and the burden of proof in such case shall be upon such owner, lessee or pilot to show absence of negligence on his or her part. 285 Additionally, Nevada has a similar liability statute where "[t]he owner of every aircraft which is operated over the lands or waters of this state is presumed liable for injuries to persons or property . . . beneath."
286 It goes on to state:
The presumption of liability of the owner, or of the owner and lessee, may be rebutted by proof that the injury was not caused by negligence of the owner or lessee, or of any person operating the aircraft with the permission of the owner, lessee or any person maintaining or repairing the aircraft with the permission of the owner or lessee. Thus, the Wisconsin and Nevada statutes impose a rebuttable presumption that the owner of the aircraft is liable for the damage caused by the torts committed against the persons or property beneath. In applying this rule to privacy-tort claims, a plaintiff should first have to allege a prima facie case of intrusion upon seclusion. For example, a plaintiff may sufficiently establish a prima facie case by alleging sufficient facts that a drone (with a reasonable description of the drone) was hovering outside his or her bathroom window while he or she was changing (at the approximate time and date). If the plaintiff establishes a prima facie case, then the defendant shall be presumed to have intruded upon the plaintiff's seclusion. Then, utilizing Wisconsin's rebuttable presumption standard for physical damage caused by aircrafts, the defendant must rebut the presumption by proving that they did not intrude upon the plaintiff's seclusion. The defendant could establish this in a variety of ways, such as providing evidence of flight tracking data, video or photo footage taken, or establishing that a third-party pilot was in control and/or possession of the drone at the date and time alleged, because the defendant is in the best position to know whether his or her drone intruded. Moreover, a prudent drone owner would have the flight data information and access to any video/photo/audio recordings.
Rebutting such a presumption appears to be similar to the successful tactic used by the New York citizen discussed inter alia, who was arrested after taking photos and video of a medical group building using his drone. 288 During the trial, he presented evidence rebutting his intent (flying his drone to take "videos and photos of the façade of the structure" while waiting for his mother's medical appointment to conclude) and the ability of the drone to intrude (establishing that the drone's camera was not equipped with a zoom lens, the building's windows were tinted, and the footage did not show the building's interior). 289 Additionally, he presented the drone's footage to the jury to demonstrate that he did not invade the privacy rights of those in the medical building. 290 The presentation of this evidence appears to have had some effect on the jury, as the man was acquitted.
291
In summary, incorporating a rebuttable presumption into privacy-tort statutes will likely resolve many of the practical difficulties in prosecuting such claims. Moreover, it is reasonable for a drone operator to rebut the presumption that he or she intruded into another's seclusion once the plaintiff alleges a prima facie case, as opposed to the burden remaining on the plaintiff to establish that the operator did in fact intrude. Because, generally, a plaintiff would not be able to establish where exactly the drone was located or what information the drone captured.
CONCLUSION
One of the most innovative technological advancements in recent years, drones present difficult, and unintended, challenges for plaintiffs attempting to prove common law privacy-tort claims. The common law invasion of privacy tort analysis 288. Zangla, supra note 10. 289. Id. 290. Id.
Id.
as it stands is simply not sufficient to protect an individual's right to privacy for torts committed using the modern and complex technology of drones. Thus, the consideration of drone technology must be weaved into analyzing whether the plaintiff had a reasonable expectation of privacy and whether the intrusion was highly offensive to a reasonable person. Only then will individuals who are the victims of drone surveillance be given the opportunity to establish their intrusion upon seclusion claims when the right to privacy and drones collide.
